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A radiative heating and cooling algorithm has been developed for
use in the dynamical model of the middle atmosphere written by J. R. Holton
g	 (Holton and Wehr.be.n, 1979; Holton and Wehtbein, 1980) .. A Curtis matrix
is used to compute cooling by the 15µ and 10µ bands of carbon dioxide.
r
Escape of radiation to space and exchange with the lower boundary are
used for the 9,6µ band of ozone. Voigt lane shape, vibratir , ial relaxation,
line overlap, and the temperature dependence of line strength distributions
and transmission .functions are incorporated into the Curtis matrices.
Properties of this algorithm have been outlined in Wehrbein and Leovy (1981).
This report is a more detailed description of its development.
Section 2 discusses the distributions of the atmospheric constituents
included in this algorit_"nm. Section 3 describes the method used to compute
the Curtis matrices. Cooling or heating by the 9.6µ band of ozone is
discussed in section 4. A description of the FORTRAN programs and sub-
routines that have been developed in this study is given in section 5.
Listings of these routines are found in the appendix.
22. ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITU OTS
With the exception of molecular oxygen, which absorbs solar radiation
in the upper mesosphere, the atmospheric constituents that determine the
thermal structure of the middle atmosphere are exceedingly mir. ,or constituents.
A discussion of the contributions of each gas is found in London (1980). In
the present work we shall consider only carbon dioxide (15p and 10p bands),
and ozone (9,6p band and solar absorption), and .molecular oxygen (solar
absorption). A more sopbisticat-^d algorithm might include the overlap of
carbon dioxide and ozone bands with each other, and with the bands of
tropospheric eater vapor when computing radiative exchange with the ground
(e.g., Ramanathan, 1976).
2.1 warbon dioxide
Carbon dioxide is, for our purposes, mixed throughout the atmosphere
with volume mixing ratio of 0.33 x 10" 3 . Wherefore the amount of Cp l between
any two pressure levels is always the same, and the transmission between two
pressure levels depends only on the temperature of the intervening material.
2.2 Ozone
Both the local density and the column abundances of ozone and mo.Lacular
oxygen are required to compute the radiative heating due to absorption of
solar radiation. The specific ozone density Q 3
 = n3/nS`rP where nSTP
2.6869 x 10 19 cm-3 and n 3 is the number density of ozone. The mass mixing
ratio (in grams/gram) 1A given by W3 . P3/Pat where P 3 and p a are the mass
densities of ozone and air, respectively. The specific density is related to





where p and T are ,local pressure and temperature, R  is the gas constant for
air, and a', is the mass of a single ozone molecule.
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Above a certain altitudre z 1 (pressure level p1 ) we assume that ozone is
distributed with a constant scale height H 3 so that
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For arbitrary p n 3
 is interpolated linearly between levels:
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42.3 Molecular oAygen
Assume that the mixing ratio of oxygen in air is 0.2095 up to 155 km,
(3.645 x 10-9 atmospherres), above which oxygen follows the profile
n2 W - 1 x 1017 e-z!30km
Below 155 km n2 (z) - 0.2095 p/kBT where k.B is Bolczmann's constant.
The column abundance belo+a 155 km is therefore given 'j
(z
n2	 1 n2 (z')dz' - 1.711 x 10 15 + 
0.20g95 (p 
- 3.x,45 x 10-9 po) (2.4)
0
where ma is the mean mass of a molecule of air, p  is standard surface
pressure, and •n2 is given in molecules cm-2.
53F AERIVATXON OF CURTIT' MATRIX ELEMENTS
The net upward flux of thermal radiation at wavenumber v is given
by
FV(T) - 21r	 dy f 
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0 0
(Goody, 1964, p. 49 )
where u is the absolute value of the cosine of the zenith angle, and the
optical depth is defined as
P
T - T(P)9 f kv (P° ')c(p , , ) dj^''	 (3.2)
0
where kV is the absorption coefficient and c the concentration of the
absorbing gas. The source function J  is assumed to be isotropic in the
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6where pa is the surface pressure. The second term., arising from the surface,
can be integrated over p' directly.
Consider the flux of radiation integrated over a frequency interval dv
sufficiently small that dv can be ,approxmettiad by mean values over ,frequency
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P	 0	 AV	
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Note that each of the integrals in the exponents are non;-negative.
Refine the flux equivalent width
(1




TV(P.P' .}1) - exP - 	kVc/gu dp' }	 (3.5)
P	 JJJ
Function e(p,p') is simply one minus the transmission function between p and
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0	 1
and the downward flux
je
	
F( p) - 2Tr 	 J (P')de(P,P')	 (3.8)
0
Assume the source function is isotropic over all directions J+ = J , and
define a nondimensional "temperature" 6 - J/B, where H is the Planck function
in Av evaluated at some reference temperature. We have
fe(p,ps)
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83' .1 Ver tical grid
Divide the atmoo .0`1---re into N layers (see Fig. 1). The pressure at ^1
is zero, and #N+1 is at the ground. Pressure and temperature evaluated at
levels within layers are denoted with cadets. To simplify notation, let
e ( pi ► Pi )	 eii	 e(Pi pi ) ' 
eij	
e (pi 0 p s ) ' ei,N+1'
For the simplest case a is treated as a constant throughout each layer. Then
N
F^ s 2TrB	 (ei ^^+1 - e i^ )8^ + 2^rB GV e'i,N+l ! ON+1
J -i
N+1




F 1	 - 2TfB	 (ei,j+l - eij 1 0i	 .
i-1 
The convergence of radiant flux in layer i is given by
AFi '
 pi+1 Fi+1 - Fi + Fi
N+1
= 2n8	
`ei+l, j+l - ei+l, j - ei,J+l + e,j 0i	 (3.11)
j.l




I e where R	 LINL 	 _ e	 - e	 + e	 (x.12)qi	 i^	 ij	 Apiep
 (P-i+l,j+l 	 i+lIj	 iIj+1	 ii
J-1
where bpi is the pressure difference across layer ii*
A more complex integration scheme results if we assume that temperature
varies linearly in log, pressure from layer midpoint to layer midpoint:
e m - Yie i + (l '" Yi) ^i
-1 	 ^ i^l <
	
where Y i ` (in	 in $)/(in ^ i - in ^). Above ^l the atmosphere is
assumed to be isothermal at e l , and below ¢N the temperature is extrapolated
from level^N-1 to a temperature discontinuity at Ohe surface. The expression
for the Curtis matrix elements becomes
2T^BH	 r	 r	 r	 r




where e1j m eij + cij and correction term cij is given by
r 0, if j - 1
eij
eij y eij	 Y j de, 2	 j^ N-1
cij	 ei, N+1	
(3.13)
4^i,N+l - ei,N	 YNde, j - N
ei,N-1
0, if j - N+1 orN+2




3.2 The overlap of spectral lines
Below about 30 km pressure-broadened ;line widths may be sufficiently
large to cause significant overlapping of individual rotational lines. The
entire band (550-800 cm-1 ) is divided into ten equal spectral subintervals,
and spectral lines are assumed to be randomly distributed in position within
each subintrxval. Egn.(3.5) can be written
on
1




U dv I 6vk Tk]
k-1
(3.14)
where Tk	I dvTV is the mean transmission function over subinterval k.
k 
dvk
The assumption of random distribution implies (Goody, 1964, p. 154)
T  - exp 




is the equivalent line width of the tth line in subinterval k.
3.3 Line shapes
Through much of the region of interest the shape of the individual
spectral lines is given by the Voigt profile, a convolution of the simpler
Doppler and Lorentz shapes. The equivalent width of a Voigt line can be
adequately approximated with a formula that interpolates between the
equivalent line widths given by the Doppler and Lorentz profiles (Rodgers
and Williams, 1974)
W (p i , pj , p ) - (WL + W2 - WZ W2D/S
2 u 2 ) 1/2	 (3.16)
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where
WL - WL[u/u,s(;'ij),aL(Pij,Tij) l
and
WD	 WD[u/u,S(Tij)1
W  is the Lorentz equivalent line width given by an accurate approximation
due to Goldman (1968). WD is the Doppler equivalent line width given by a
series approximation or a large Su approximation (Goody, 1964, p. 136).
S^Ti^) is the line strength evaluated at the Curtis-Godson temperature Tij
between pressure levels pi and Pj and u is the amount of absorber (CO2)
between levels p i and pi a The Lorentz line width a L (p ij ,Tij ) is given by
aL (P, J ,T, J )	 0.'.13 cm-Z(- j) ,00
K1/21  
U / ` ii J
where the Curtis-Godson parameters are
Pi
Tij	
P f T(P) dp and p ij	 2 ( p i + pi)
i	 j f pi
For a given temperature profile the Curtis-Godson temperature was computed
for every pair of le=xels and stored for future referenck as a two-dimensiot.al
array.
3.4 Variation of line strength with temperature
There are nearly 17,000 CO 2 lines tabulated between 550 and 800 cm-1
on the AFGL Atmospheric Absorption Line Parameter Compilation ("McClatchey
tape"). Rather than sum over all these lines in (3.15), the lines in each
subinf:erval were divided into groups according to line strengths, and a
mean line strength was used to represent the strength of all the lines in
^..fi11	 {>^C '11 tad	 ^	
.Y. ^. .l+L.d .l
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that group. Working with one subinterval at a time, the strength of each
line was computed at seven temperatures between 150 K and 296 K with the
formula
S(T 
v S)Q (T )Q r (T )	 1.439E " (T-T 5 )S (T) .. S	 S — exp —	 .. ^:	 0.17)
Qv(T)Qr(T)	 I	 TTS
whereQv and Qr are the vibrational and rotational partition functions
interpolated from the table in McClatchey et al. (1973). T S is a reference
temperature, and E'' is she energy of the lower state of the vibrational-
rotational transition expressed in cm- 1 . S is expressed in the units cm-1
(cm STP) - '. At each temperature the lines were sorted into 50 groups
representing equal increments of log jO S. The resulting histograms of line
strengths for one subinterval are shown an Fig. 2. The histograms were
represented approximately by dividing the lines into two categories; a set
of temperature-independent strong lines, and a larger set of weaker lines
which follow the distribution function
n i (x) s m (x - x 01 1 2 for x < x01 ,	 (3.18)
where x - log 1Q S. Here x01 . log10S01 where S 01 is the strength corresponding
to the empty bin of lines just stronger than the strongest temperature
dependent lines in subinterval i. Factor m wai determined for each tempera-
ture in each subinterval, but was found to be adequately represented by
a universal function




where a and b a,^e evaluated by regression. The mean strength in each group
is given by
S' . exp(2.303 x' ) where xj W J dxn(x)x/fdxn(x) ,	 (3.20a)
and the number of lines having this strength is
F  ,r f dxn (x)	 (3.20b)
The number and mean strength of the strong lines in each subinterval was
evaluated directly. These strong lines, together with weak lines evaluated
from (3.20) were used to compute mean transmission functions, flux
equivalent widths, and finally, the Curtis matrix elements for a standard
temperature profile.
3.5 Non-LTE source function (this section follows Houghton, 1977, p. 58ff)
Above about 65 km the frequency of collisions is insufficient to
maintain a population of excited vibrational states consistent with the
local kinetic temperature. The source function for a particular transition
is no longer identical to the Planck function, but is given by
L + eB
v	 v
Jv	 1 + e 	
(3.21)
where e - C/A is the ratio of the rate of collisional deactivation to the
rate of spontaneous radiative deactivation of the excited state. Assuming
J  and Bvare constant over the frequency band, and using the equation of
radiative transfer to eliminate the mean radiance L  gives
J - B + q cp/4rrceSb 0	 (3.22)
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where c is the concentration of the absorber, and S  and q are the local
band strength and 'radiative heL. 1g of the particular transition. Eqn. (3.12)
must be modified to
N+l
qi I Rij (ii )
J=1
Using matrix notation, (3.22) and (3,23) can be combined. into
q a RnLTEe where RnLTE	 (' - RE) -1 R
11
and
Eij = ( cpA4 Bce i Sb,i ] Sij	 .
(3.23)
(3.24)
Sb i and e i are the band strength and LTE factor evaluated in the i th layer.
In the present calculation all lines are considered part of the funda-
mental 'band with Einstein coefficient A = 0.74s -1
 and collision frequency
C - 0.67 x 10 5
 s-1 at standard pressure and an assumed mesopause temperature
of 180K. The band strength Sb 








where Fkj end Ski are given by	 (3.20) and F s
 and S s
 refer to the strong
lines in subinterval k.
3.6 Temperature dependence of transmission function
Since the flux equivalent widths depend on the temperature of the
intervening material, the Curtis matrix elements are functions of the
15
atmospheric temperature profile. The flux equivalent width is related to
the transmission function, so we have adapted the interpolation method of
Eels and Schwarzkopf (1981).
Let kv (p"') - ^f R (v,T(p "),p ") where f R is the absorption coeffi-
cient of the R th line in Sv. 'Let T(p'') - To (p") + 6T(r" ) where To (r ')
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Consider the functional derivative 6e/6T. Suppose it can be factored
(and in several approximations it can) as
de(P,P',P')	 S F(P,P')G(P"),dT
then






If we let a+ (p,p') represent the flux equivalent width for a temperature
profile everywhere warmer than T0 by a constant amount c1, and similarly
for e (p,p'),then from a Taylor series we have for any constant temperature
deviation dT
e (P,P') = eO(P,P') + e+ (P,p') - e (P,p') dT
2e
Zle+ (p,p') - 2e '(P,P') + e-(P,P')
+	 _	 (6T)2	 (3.25)
(Q)2
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Now define the weighted temperature deviation
P'	 p'
A(P, P ' ) " (p dp i tc (P'')6T (p'')/f dp f1 G (P' V )	 (3,27)
P	 P
We will assume that for variable temperature deviations 	 (3.26) holds
with A(p,p') replacing 6T. The best choice for weighting function C(p)
and for A have been determined by Fels and Schwarzkop.f as
C(P) y P 0,2 11 + (P /po ) 0 ` e l	 (3.28)
where po
 = 30 mb,and A	 25K.
Therefore the procedure adopted has been to compute a matrix of e,
R, and RnLTE for each of three temperature profiles. Each RnLTE is then
it
	 using (3.12) to obtain a matrix enLTE. This can be accomplished
because there are "boundary conditions" e ii = 0 and e i ^ N+2 = 6v,1 2. Beginning
with the lowest level, successive Layers of e ij can be computed from (3.12),
first on the lower side of the diagonal (,j > i), and then on the upper (j < i).
These three arrays are stored as data for the dynamical. model. When the
radiative algorithm is called enLTEg	 ,	 (T) is computed by (3,26) for the appro-
riate trsa erature profile, then R nLTEP	 p	 P	 (T) is computed from (3.12).
The Curtis matrix for the 10V band of CO 2
 is computed using the same
procedure. The only difference is that the 10p band was not divided into
subintervals to compute the mean transmission functions of (3.14).
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4. INFRARED COOLING BY OZONE
The version of the algorithm currently incorporated in the dynamical
model uses a cool-to-space plus cool -to-ground approximation utilizing the
band absorption formula of Ramanathan (1976). In this section we shall
develop a more general method from which the above approximation can be
easily derived.
Several empirical and semiempirical formulae (e.g., Walshaw, 1957,
Aida, 1975), have been developed for the integrated absorption A of the
9.6p band of ozone where
A - I dvAV - j dv (1 - Tv)	 (4.1)
Ov	 Av
These formulae may be used to compute flux equivalent width and Curtis
matrix elements frow (3.5) and (3.12). The procedure outlined in section 3
may be greatly simplified. IR cooling (or heating) by ozone is significant
only below about 60 km, so non-LTE effects can be ignored. The contribution
of the 9.6p. band to the total, cooling is small enough that variations of
the transmission function with temperature profile can be neglected. However
since the vertical distribution of ozone varies, in general, with latitude
and time, a new Curtis matrix must be computed for every ozone profile.
Use of the Curtis matrix method facilitates the identification of the







where N+l is the ground. If the atmosphere is isothermal, and the ground
is at the same temperature, then radiation exchanged with the atmosphere






	4.2qi 	-	 Rijei - 0i ) Rij	 OiG i 	^,	 (	 >
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if the ground is at a different temperature there can he cooling to both space
and ground. Then
N+1	 N
CTS	 CTC  
qi + q 	 E Riiej ei
	 Kid + R N+18N+l
J -1 	 ,j-1
C iCi + (SN+1	 Qi)Cg
	
(4.3)
where Cg . Ctr 1.




6 - ue /T 1	 where u - by/kTo - 4.988 for To = 300K.
e ° - 1
Hence, e  - 1 z e  and for T < T° we have a uT o /T - 1 u euTo/r,
and	 0 euTo /T,eu
So gCTS + gCTG z euCs a uTo/T + euCg (e uTo/Tg - e uTo/Ti)i	 i	 i	 i
146.6 Ca e
-1496 / T 4, 146.6 Ci(e-1496/T9 - e-1496/Ti) , (4.4)
70
where T is given in Kelvins. The radiative cooling of the 9.6p band for
the U.S. Standard ozone and temperature profiles computed with the Curtis
matrix method employing Aida's parameterization is compared with the cool-
to-space plan cool-to-ground approximation in Fig. 3.
"I
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S. PROGRAMS AND SUBROUTINES
5.1 Routines used to obtain line strength distributions
The 16899 lines attributed to carbon dioxide between 550 and 800 em-1
have been sorted into eight sets according to the energy of the Lower
state of the transition. Each set is written on an element file of the
fileset CO2SET. The description of each element set is as follows ("normal"
refers to 1201602)
File	 Lower	 dumber	 Type
name	 level	 of lines	 of CO2
FU626	 0	 153	 " " normal"















HTISO	 > v 2
	9712	 isotopic
Program BINS sorts all of these lines into bins according to strength
without regard to band of origin. The entire band is divided into ten
.equal subintervals and the strength of each line is co.iputed at seven
different temperatures. The width of each bin is 0.25 in units of log S,
where S is expressed in (cm- 1 ) (cm STP) -1 . An example of the resulting
histograms is shown in Fig. 2. If the McClatchey tape is used as the input
for program BINS, then DO loop 12 should be replaced with IB - 8, the two
IF statements after statement number 98 should be activated, and LMAX must
be set equal to or greater than 16899.
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Program FIT fits each of the seventy histograms produced by BINS
with a second order ;olynomial, according to (3,18). The only free
parameter is the coefficient m.
Graphs of m vs. T for each of the ten subintervals are shown in
Fig. 4. , It is sufficiently accurate to assume a universal function
m(T) - aT ♦ b for all subintervals. Program REGRESS provides the Least
square values for a and b.
Spectral lines associated with the fundamental have no vibrational
temperature dependence and are usually strong. They can be identified on
the histograms because they rise above the generally parabolic shape of the
line strength distribution profile (see Fig. 2). Program RESID subtracts
the fitted line strength distribution from the actual distribution, and
computes the number of strong lines and their mean strength in each bin, and
then consolidates each four bits to give the number of strong lines and their
mean strength in each strength decade. From this information one character-
istic strong line number and strength is chosen for each subinterval, and
specified in progcam CURTEL in arrays FS and SS.
5.2 Routines used to obtain Curtis matrices
Program CURTEL computes the Curtis matrix elements for the 15µ band
of carbon dioxide. Wave numbers are expressed in units of the Doppler
width at 3008.
The computation of the non-LTE Curtis matrix begins with the evaluation
of the total band strength by summing all the mean strengths weighted by the
number of lines at that strength over all, strength decades and subintervals.
VMULFM and LINVIF are IMSL routines for matrix multiplication and inversion.
°"^	 r	 • as. n .1
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Subroutine 'FLUXEL calculates the equivalent band widths. First the
pressure levels (PHI) and layer midpoints (PHU) are computed. The Curtis-
Godson temperature (TCG) between any two levels is computed and stored.
The correction terms c ij (see (3.13)1.tr,4 evaluated by the trapezoidal
rule with the interval divided into M1 nanels for the diagonal terms,
M panels nor the nondiagonal terms, and 3*M/2 panels for the terms at the
top of the atmosphere.
In subroutine EFUNC there is an oppo:rtvnity to use the integrated absorp-
:ion parameterizations of Pollack et al. (1981) or Rodgers and Walshaw (1966)
instead of the line strength distributions that have been derived. If the
integrated absorption parameterizations are not chosen, the Curtis-Godson
temperature and pressure are evaluated and the line strength distribution
parameter (m U1 (3.18), called A2 in this subroutine] is calculated,
Subroutine W performs the summation in (3.14), evaluating the mean
transmission .function for the entire band. The line strength distribution
parameter is used to compute the number of lines and mean strengths in
nine decades of line strength for each of the ten subintervals. This
synthetic line distribution is cut o f f at the low steength end so that
the total number of lines in each subinterval is the same for the synthetic
and real distributions.
After the set of non-LTE Curtis matrices have been produced for the
three temperature profiles and for both lop and 15p bands, program EQWD
inverts (3.12) to obtain a set of equivalent band widths. The set of six
arrays of enLTE are used by subroutine CURT to compute the temperature-
dependent Curtis matrix elements.
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There are, unfortunately, two different conventions for the labeling
of the layer* of the model. In the dynamical model (JRH) the lowest
stratospheric layer is Jenoted j - 1, and the highest layer is . JML
(i.e., 16). In the radiation algorithm (CBL) the highest laye'. is
denoted V 0 1, the lowest stratospheric layer is J' - JML, the tropo-
sphere is ,j'- JML + 1, and the ground is J' - JML + 2 (i.e., 18).
Comment cards in the listing noting the shift of conventions will hopefully
prevent confusion.
5.3 Routines used for ozone and oxygen
Program OZPRO produces the arrays needed to compute the radiative
heating and cooling due to ozone, given the ozone mixing ratio and
temperature profiles. Subroutine COLOZ computes the specific ,density and
column abundance of ozone. Subroutine CMOZ96 computes a Curtis matrix
for the 9.6p band, and from it cool-to-space and cool-to-ground coeffi-
cients are derived. Two different parameterizations (Aida, 1975 and
Walshaw, X957) of the integrated absorption of the 9.6p band are offered
in function OZ96A.
Subroutine OXX computes the density and column abundance of molecular
oxygen.
Function 02W computes the solar energy absorbed per molecule of 02
from the parameterization by Strobel (1978).
Function OZUV computes the derivative of the fraction of total solar
flux absorbed with respect to ozone column abundance from the parameteriza-
tion of La.cis and Hansen (1974).
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5.4 Routines used in the jjqqatqak, model
Subroutine HEAT computes the dia lbatic heating term for the dynamical
equations. The earth—su •il geometry factors and the set of Curtis matrices
are computed once per day, The static stability is computed on(. , e, during
the initial time stop of the run. The zonal mean heating is introduced
into the dynamical equations gradually with a growth time (OTIME) of two
I
days.
Subroutine RADEQU computes the global radiative equilibrium temperature
profile (i.e., the temperature profile such that the radiative heating
integrated over the entire globe is zero at each level),
Function DELT computes the ind 4 vidual terms of the net radiative heating.
The parameterization of Lacis and Hansen (1974) is ujed to compute the
radiative heating due to absorption of solar visible and UV radiation by
ozone. Values of the various parameters describing the shortwave planetary
albedo are taken from the program of Ramanathan (private communication).
The parameterization of Strobel (1978) is used for the absorption of solar
radiation by mo'.I.ecular oxygen.
5.5 Changes in main program WAVE2
The flux equivalent width arrays are read in first for 101.i, then 15p,
in the order minus, zero, plus. KAP is the Newtonian cooling coefficient
(day —,I ) derived from the present algorithm, assuming a U.S, Standard tempera-
ture profile and the ozone profile (based on Krueger and Minzner, 1976)
currently used in the dynamical model. The coefficients have bee-_ computed
for a "boxcar" perturbation of vertical scale 25 km. TZO is on input the
U.S. Standare,) atmosphere temperature profile. Array CRS contains the Fourier
A I" IM 41 r 'N , ^ rX I ! 1^ I
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decomposition of the observed u at the lower boundary. QOC and QO are
Q 3 (ground) and Q 3 of (2.1). QOZSC and QOZS are n 3 (ground) and n3(pk)
of (2.2), CTS to -146,6C H and CC is I46.6Cg , defined in (4.4).
Subroutine HEAT is called every IRCT time steps; IRAD is used as
a counter.
Tropospheric and ground temperatures are computed with simple equations
that fit the climatological temperatures to within a few degrees.
27
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Figure 2: Histogx'amis of line strength distribution at three different
temperatures for subinterval 650 5 v <_ 675 cm-1 . Increments of
log S are 0.25. Strength S expressed in units of cm - '(cm STP)-1.
Lines under bracket are "strong lines", whose temperature
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Figure 3s Comparison of cool-to-space plus cool-to-ground approximation
(broken line) with Curtis matrix method (solid line) for
radiative cooling by the 9.6p band of ozone. Temperature and
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Figure 4: Weak line distribution parameter m vs temperature. Solid lines
connect values for the same subinterval, identified on right
(e.g., subinterval 1 is 550 S v 5 575 cm-1 ). Broken line is
best fit for all subintervals.
APPENDIX
FORTRAN Code
PRUGRAM aIt(SI INPUT#OUTPUTN APE 1: # TAP EcrTA ► EJP TAPE 4sTAPE$
So J'AP,,b#IA°Ir7# TAek80tAPS9 ►
SUbROUIINE TO IUkT LVIL S ACCORDING TO STRENGTH
(TAPES 1 THROUGH A ARL kLLMFNT FILES 0r CU SifI
DIM NSION N (0000)
• O1MENsIt1N TP17),OV47)
It4Ti ^(R US
UATA TP/1 50•#i75.#2U0.,24 5.#250.,2'/5 „ 29A./
uATA OV/1.Ou4,1 .00y5#I.0142#I.0327#l.w}02#1.0719#1,09311
TS•19b.	 1 OVS•1.0931	 1 AJ614
0STP • 2.6069 0 19
^,^ERfi OUTPUT ~PRAYS












LL • 0	 ,
99 LL•LL#1
IF(LL ,(&T. LMAX) GO TO 101
9B RbLotJu,5) FREW#S#ALPhA,E(,S,US#LS,RUT#OATE#ISU#NOLC
C	 ,F(FRcO .LT, 550.) GO TO yB
C	 1F(MOLC .NE. 2) b0 TO 90






C	 cXVPFSS STk^NGTn IN UNITS (in ATM)-1 CM-1.
ST•Sr+OSTP
SLT•AL'OG10(ST)
C	 CHGOSE CORkECT BIN
IG•50
DO 31 1.1049
IF(SLT .GT. RL) IG n 50-1
31 CONTINUE
C	 COUNT Lli4LS IN EACH BIN AND STUkL PARAMETERS










N ,4-N( IS, iT, I)
IF(NN. .Ej. 0) GO to 4













35 FOAm M e 3PECTPAL INTERVAL O ,F:,U,• TO+,F5.0)
45 FOKMAT(IUX, • TcMPERATURE•s,F5.0)
ENO
PROGAA)!	 F'IT4INPUT^4UTtltT01'APE1 ► TAPEL)
c	 SUSPOUTl i in	 FIT	 HISTOG9 4MS	 lolTH	 PA	 A3U#.AS





DATA	 LCCl16#40a ► 3 ► 0 ► 1 ► y09r11 ► 161
C	 LC 1S Slid NUMdi:k OF






















1F41i	 .Co.	 ?1)	 GO	 TO	 6
TN-N(11)
TOT-Tat+Th








0.)	 GO	 TO	 3













S FORlAT(23X ► F5.0)
25 FUFMAT(lI5 ► F10.1 ► I5 ► FlO.1 ► 2F10.51E10.4)
35 FORAAT(/)
45 FORMAMOA61
15 F0PMAT(I0X ► 216 ► E15.5)
ENO
PROGRA 4 AEGRES:i( INPUT #UUr PUT * TAPE II
StIOKUUTINF rU CONPU'Tt •EST VALUiS FUR UNIVERSAL FIT














kiA9(1 ► 15) OUR






5 F0RMAT(1.4X ► F10.1r15X ♦ F10.5)
15 FGkMAT410Ab)
25 FUMhAT(• A o$p tI5.5i10X ► * e16 ► E15.5)
CND
PROGRAM RESIO(INPUT,O OPUT',TAPEI)
C	 SURROUT114f TO COMPUTE RESIDUAL STRONG LI;f GS IM 15 MICRON SAND
G	 11APEI Ia UUTFUT OF PROCAA1 $INS!
C




















C	 AiSIUUES F04 STRONGEST WADE OI L LINL STRENGTHS
DU 14 IT•1 ► 7
kR oN 1 IS, l f, 1)
SS(IT)•0
R(IT)•00




























PAINT 25s I,(R(II)P11 . 10 )
e CONTINUE
DO 17 IToi,7
IF(SRIIT) .EQ. 00 GO TO 17
SS(1T)oSS(IT)/SR11T)
17 CONTINUE













s",	 I'- d,h1	 <	 •14, . 1
PROGRAM CURTEL(IN ► UTPOUTPUT#TAPE6, TAPE? )
COMMON//S410iJ0) ► F(10.10)rDELNU*ALPi4DZ#El(41#401#E(41#40)
$,PHI(40)PPHIH(40)PTCG(2Or20) ► TT(21)
DIMENSION T(21) p lt 1 4 L 40)oQ ( ZO) P CTS i ZO)PTHETA(ZO )
DIMcASION H(Z1,20) , U(20,20) , Ut(20 ► 20 ) PWK(20),RR120,21) ► no420)
DIMENSION FS(10),S5(10)
































26 C UHT IHUE






WRITE (6, 103) ( (F (I, J), S (I ► j) )s J-L 101
13 CONTINUE





















Olf Amity, Lijk,f 's






WRITE46 ► 1051 Q(I)
10 comi`INUE
C
C	 COMPUTE NON-LYE CURTIS MATRIX
CM•Q.O(033+440128.966
SBANO-n.












C	 EPS - CCLLISIUN RAfE/SPum TANEOUS EMISSION RATE
EPS-0.7 + # PH1H(K)/1.3[-05























C	 NON LTE CURTIS MATRIX
WRITE(6,100)((KK(J,I),Jo1,N1),1-1,N)
WRITE(7,100)((RR(J ► I),J-l,hl),I.1,N)






















SUIROUT IHE FLU11EL tNPM# ,4Ip
 )

































Du 30 J•l ► N
IF (J.eQ011 GC TO 46
IF (J.EQ.I) GO TO 30








PHIK- (tM—EK1)/M)$PH1H(J—I ► +(EKI/M)OPfIIH(J)
PHIK1- ((rt—EK)/MI•PHIH(J-11+(EK/M)+PHIH(J1
	












00 35 K•I ► MI
EK1•K-1
EK-K







35	 COKUP► • CORUP+(GFUNCIPHlK,PHiH(I)PPHIH(I- 1))+GFUNCIPHIKI,


































PFuhC- 0.1+EXP ( RJN+i./7:)




C	 THIS SURRUQTINE COMPUTES PRL » URE HALF LEVELS
PHFUNC-swRTIPFUNC(JPN)*PF(jNC(J+1PN))














IF(L .EQ. 1) GO TO 10
IF(L .ko. 2) GO To 20
iFU .Ea. 31 GU TO 30
C




C	 RODGERS—WALSHAW 15 MICRON 6ANDPSLP- IAOOM3PC-.00033 BY VOLUME
C	 EVALUATED AT ZOOK
20 EFUNC-0.
U- AdS(A—B1













C	 COMPUTE PATH LENGTH
U- IB— A141.013E#0660.00033*22414./(GRAV*28.966)
U- ASS1U)




IF(A	 1.1 CO Tn 2
IA-kLlV(A'a
EP-RLEV(A)—IA
IF(EP .GE. 0.5) lA-IA+l
2 IB-1
IF(b .EQ. 0.) GO TO 3
16-kLEV48)
EP-RLkV(8)-1B
IF(kP .Gt. 0.5) 18-I0+1
3 IF(IA .GT. 1B) 1A-18
1F(IB .GT. 18) 18.18
T-TCG(lAP10)






















DATA N/683P14c,7 ► 1676r26AOP3124P2360P1911P11.70 ► 734 ► 493/
N IS TOTAL NUMBER OF LINES IN EACH SUBINTERVAL













IF(R .GT. U1) GO TO r
IF(R .LT. Ul) GO TO 6
VU-4.+R*9.5
IF(XM .LT. VU) VU-XM
VL-4.$R#5.5
IF(XZ(I) .GT. VL) VL n XZ(I)
C	 COMPUTi NUMBER OF LINES IN STRENGTH DECADE
F(IPJ)-42/3.+1(VU—XL(I))••3-(4L—XZ(I1)4$31







C	 SUM OVER LINE STRENGTH DECADES
DO 4 J-1 P 10
IF(S(IPJI .EG. 0.1 G0 TO 4
SU-S(1p1)•U
C	 GOLUMAN APPROXIMATION FOR LORENTZ LINE EQUIVALENT WIDTH
WL-SU/(l.+(0.25•SU/A)0*1.25)000.4
IFISU .GT. 4.) GO TC 2
C	 SERIES APPROXIMATION FOR DOPPLER LINE EQUIVALENT WIDTH
WD-w01(SU/SPIT
GO TO 3
C	 LAR(PL SU APPROXIMATION fOR DOPPLER LINE EQUIVALENT WIDTH
2 UZ-SGRT(ALOG(SU/SPI))
WD-2.•(UZ+O.2d96/UZ-0.1335/UZ+03+0.0070/U2*05)
C	 1NTEReULATION FOK VOIGT LINE
3 WV-SQRT(WL+MLfWDOWD—WL*WL+YID*WO/(SU+SU))

























THIS SJdR,JUfltic CJMPu(E4 LQU1VAl:141 dAhO vl1JTH FROM CURfIS MATRICES









ON421 .2;0.	 S ON(1 ► t25e.
NU1121-6b/.379
NUL(11.979.
FOK 10 AND 13 MICRON dANOS
JO 1 M•1,2
U • EA7 (H 3 •C•HUL lA % / (Kd $ Tl) J-1.
8b'^.A-2.•HVIP(C+NUL(.1 ► 1••3/tC•01
CUNSf-2. 6 YI+88AA*• AAV/CP
CST(MI•CJhST
1 C Or. TIWE
8-17	 S N1-N+1






CALCULAfc FUNCTION E FUR SIX CUKTI^ MATRICtSl
K-1lUl,R011Glirt+tlu),R- 1b51,RJI1^l,k+l151
00 2 L!,-1 ► b
CWW &C.)T(1)	 Y DcLNU-UN(l)










































OiklhT A TJ CHCCA PPOt;AAh













ITT	 IS	 ACIU41.	 I1:110LRAIUA&	 PROFIL- P	 TST	 is	 $IANGARO	 TiMPERATUNE
PAUF1LE1
CURT
COMMJK/CUNT111P.i((Id)sP III Hl cttlr G11171*62( ld)0E(6P19s101 CURT
4* CUPMA ( 4 Jos 17s 18 ) CURT
0IMENSIU14	 T (1d ► s TS( 1610CL120L y 0 ► dIs TT( Id) #ISI ( P)#R12P1es17)r CURT




KML-AN-1	 4	 KP-Rtl : 1	 1	 A,!-<N*2 CURT
CONVERT
	
f0 Cdl	 VEKTLCAL	 CUO ►(OINAf E , CUNVENTION CURT
DO 2 K-IrKNL FEOS
TS(K)-TST(KH—K) FE83
T(K)-TT(Kh — K) FE83
CJ" TIHUE FE511
UU	 d K-RNOKP FE83
TS (AI • f.)T(K) FE113
TIK)-TT(K) FES3
i	 CON Ii Auk FE83
COMPUTL	 TEMPERATURE	 DEVIATION	 FR314	 ^oTANOARU CURT






	 sc1GHTCu	 OtVIAILuN CURT
uU	 3	 I n 1r KN CURT
L p
-I*1 CURT
UU 4	 J-(PPKP CURT
U(IPJ)-DT(l,)vG1(I)+JT(J)*G2(J) CURT
d(IpJ)*G1(I)+G2(J) CURT
IF(J	 .Eu.	 KP) CURT
L1 . 1*1	 s	 L2-J-1 CURT
1FIL1	 .GT.	 L21
	
GJ	 TO	 1 CURT
00 6	 L-LIPL2 CURT
UIIsJ) n JI1rJ1:DT{l) • lvlll)*c,21L1) CURT







DJ 9	 1 . 1PKN CURT
LP-I:1 CURT
UO	 11	 J-IPPKP CURT










UO	 12	 M a ltz CURT
uU	 13	 I . I * KP CURT
UO 14	 J-10AZ CURT
tE( MPJP I) n c(3,M-1 ► JsI):(E(3*MOJsI) — t(3*i1-21J/l))*D(JPI)/50.* CURT








PL n 3.1415v4654 CURT
► IP-G. AL]71:-27 CURT
C-2.9477E*10 CURT
Kd • 1.JauU E-16 CURT
C0 4 1.E*07 CURT
t,RAV • 9819 CURT
TZ 4 300. CURT
NU1(2) • ob7.379 CURT
NUI(111 8 9a0. CURT
uU	 19	 11 . 102 CURT
UO n E'►(P(HP*C*MJZ(rl)I(K3*12)1 — l. CURT
b8AR • Z.*HPO(C*t1UL(M)) 0 *3/(C* UO) CURT
CUt.Sf • 2. *P1*88AA • GRAV/CP CURT
at, 11 I-IIKN
	 CURT
UP • t.0130 0b • IrHI(101)-YH111 ► )	 CUR?
DU 16 J•I*KP
	 CURT
N(MAJOI) • kk	 l+ l)+kk(Nrjot	 CURT













SUJNUUTINC TO COMPVTE dtiGHflc4G Ful(CTiON FOR TLMPERATURE-
	 G






GGfP L PL) . 5./b.(,^2 • +f6./ y .l — P1+^1o./S. ►► PIPL+P2-P1^P1E/0.1209d
	
G
KNL • KN-1	 S KA2 •KN — [	 G
Cdl VtKTICAL COURD1NATE LABEL CUIVtNfION 	 G
PHI(1) • 0..	 G
UO 1 K • 2rKN	 G
kJn-K
—KN	 G
PH1(K) • 0.I l EXP(kJN05.17.)	 G
1 CONTINUE
	 G
PH1(Kj(+11 • PHIH(KN+1) • 1.	 G
PH1H(1) • 0.5*PH1(2)	 G
UU 2 K-kpKN
	 G




uU 3 K • I.KN	 G





















M I'1 MASi MIXING RATIO IN G/G AT PRESSURE HALF LEVELS
NUAaEKEO 0()Wt,WARO FROM TOT OF ATMOSPHzRE. T IS TEMPERATURE AT SAME L EVILS


































































C	 ASSUME OZONE SCALE HEIGHT IS H ABOVE TOP HALF LEVEL




C	 ASSUKi to VARIES LINEARLY WITH PRESSURE






C	 THIS SuRROUTINE COMPUTES 'PRESSURE LEVELS
RJN•J—N
PFUNC•0.1+EXP (P.JN;S./ 7. )




C	 THIS $U6AUUT1Nc COMPUTES PRESSURE HALF LEVELS
U y McNS&ON PHI(13)
PhFJNC • SQAT ( Pf4I (J )*PF( I ( J+ 1 ) )








SUUAOUTINS C,MOZ96(NiR ► CSrCG)
UIhkNSIOfi T(21) PR( SIP W)r0(20)PCTSIZO) p NEWZO)#CS(20)rCG(20)
$oCT,4(2U),SG(20)
CGM-10h//Elf4l ► 40)1 E(il,40)

























—GODSJN TEMPERATURE FOR EACH PAIR OF LEVELS
00 72 I01 ► N1
Uu 73 J•I ► N1
TCfp(IoJ)-T(l)
)F(I .(.o. J) GO TO 73
Su,'t•0.
J"1•J—I









CALL FL'JXEL(N ► M ► Ml)




DO 21 J•I ► NI














V • HP-i, • r4UZ/ (KR # f (J) )
THETA(J1•(EXP(VZ)-1.111EXP(V)-1.1
1.6 CONTINUE
Fklhf IOSp (THETA(JIiJ n 1rN1)
P PIN1 102

















C 99 C Oil rINUE
C Tn6 Ff1PM41 F6,1)
105 FOROP.I(E10.3)
103 Ft1K'iAT(N(2X ► E10.4$2X ► E10.6PDX))
1JV FjA11 TI8f6.0)
110 FORMAT(efc.3)
C 104 F OK.W ( I'J )
102 Fo4mkI(/)
C 107 F0AIiAI(9E10931





SUBROUTINE. FLUXEL(N,M ► M1)
C	 SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING CURTIS CUEFFICIENTS FOR NET UPWARD FLUX
U.'MF.NSION C(kI,401
CUM.i0h//E1(41,40),EI41,40)






00 50 J-1 ► N
IF (J.cO.1) GU TO 46
IF (J-r0.1) GO TO 30





0U 15 K-1 ► M
LKl -K-1
EK -K
PHIK • ((M-EK1)/ M)+PHIH(J-1)+(EK1/N) *PH1HlJ)
PH1K1- ((`1 - tK)/M)*PHiH(J-1)+(cK/M)*PHIH(J)
15	 CuR- COP+(GFUNC( PriIK,NHlH(J),PHIH(J-1))+GFUNC(PH[K1 ► PHIH(J)
I, PrilHI J-11) )+ (LFUtIC (Pl11KI, PHI (l))-tFUt.0 ( PHIK, P)i. (I)) 1
l'











1, HIKI • I(MI-cK)/nl)*PHIH(1-1)+IEK/h119 Pill( I)
COMON- COn011+(GFUNCIPHIK ► PHIH(I)rPHIH(I-111+GFL'NCIPHIKI ► PHIHIII ►
IPHIH(I-11)) *(CFUNG(PHIK,PHI(I)1-cFUtiC(PIlK1,PH1(1)1)
FHIR-(lill-CK1)/Ml)*PHl(l)+(EK1/M1)*PH1HlI)
PH1K1•((rrl-EK ► /M1)*PHI(1)+(EK/M1) *PHIHIII35	 CGRUP- CORUP+(6FUNC(PHIK ► PHIH(1),PtiiH(I-1))+GFUNCIPHIKI ►











+r&	 EI11 ► I1 • EFUNC(PHI(NIPPHIIII)










49	 COA • COR+(G c UNCIPHIKPPHI III NIPPHIH(h-I )I*GFUNC(PHIKIPPHIHINI
IPOr1I`1(N-&1114, (EFUNC (PH IKIPP141 M )-tFUNC ;PHI K P PHI II)I)

















FUNCTION EFUNC(A ► D)
	
C	 THIS SUBR0UTINF. COMPUTES FLUX EQUIVALENT WIDTH
	
C	 NUTE [HAT 14AMF OF ABSORPTION FUNCTION APPEARS TWICE
01MENSI011 YI21
CGMnON//EI(41P401PE141P401
S#PIII(4U)PPHIH(40) ► TCG(20Pk01 ► QO(LD)POOZS(18)
I,ATA Y/O.2113PO.7681/
EFUNC•0,








SIMILARLY FOR TO AND I4U
Id•ITlD1
IAU•IU(B)
AU n JOZS(IAUI+(A —PHIH(IAU))/(PHIHIIAU+1) — PHIH(!AU)) + (OOZS(IAU+1) -
SCUZS(IAUI)
BU • QUZ^IlOU)+(B — PHIHIIdU))/(PHIH(IBU+1) — PHIH(IBU)1 • (QUZSIIBU+1) -
S40'iS(1'U))
U n ASS(AU—BU)
IF (U .EQ. 0. ) GO TO 80




C	 QUAOkATURE OVER ANGLES
	









C	 THIS SUdRUUTINF COMPUTf.S , HALF LEVEL NUMBER JUST ABOVE PRESSURE X
IU-1
IFIX .LE. 041 RETURN
IFIX .%^T. 0.11 GU TO 2
IU-7./5.$AL0G110./1.4292*X)#11.
IFIIU .LT. 11 lU•1
RETURN
2 IU•16




C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES HALF LEVEL NUM8ER NEARZST PRESSURE X
C	 FOF CUKTIS — GOUSON TLMPEkATURE APPROXIMATION
IT-1
IF(X .LE. 0.) RETURN




1F(2 .GT. 0.51 IT-TT#1
1F11T .LT. 1) IT-1
2 IU-17




C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES INTEGRATED ABSORPTION OF 9.05 MICRON
C	 0lUNE dANO USING FORMULA OF AIDA ( 1975) JOSRT 15, PP. 389-403.
C

















C	 MODIFICATION TO FORMULA BY WMW
Z-A3$IZ)
F-ALOG10(P)

















THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES INTEGRATED ABSORPTION OF 9.6 MICRON
OZCNE BAND USING FORMULA OF WALSHAW !1957) OJRMS 83p PP. 315-321
o





1F(U .LE. 0.1) GO TO 4
X-0.984*10**1-0.53*U)






C	 TABULATED FUNCTION FITTED WITH STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTS
E-1.
1F(GL .LT. -4.21 GO TO 3
E•-0.017b*(GL+3.8)+0.992








A lit, .-.-..-..v_ - x r^ , - . .
SUBROUTINE OXYITPKN) oxY





TO 155 KM ► 	 AND N(02)-1.E+17+EX ► (-Z OXY
S/30 KM)
	 AMOVE	 155 KM OXY
CG0NON102/O0Z(17)iCA2(17) OXY




00 2 J-1,KN OXY
NJ"-1-J •	 OXY
► • O.U6996 6 iXP(RJNf5.17.) OXY
R1N-I-KHL 01Y
1FIJ	 .cQ.	 KNL)	 P-0.5*0.I*EXPtRIN*5./7.1 OXY
IFIJ	 .EQ.	 KN)	 P-SORT(0.11 OXY
D02IJ) • 0.2095 • 3.013F+06 + P /(KA+T(J)) OXY










	 SULAR ENERGY AeSUR9cD b y MOLECULAR
	
OXYGEN 02Uv
PARAMETEkIZATluil	 8Y	 STRUULL	 1191; )
	





kX1 0 0. 02UV





GO TJ	 3 02UV
LAI • tX ►'(El) 02Uv








GO TO 4 O2Uv
EX[-EAP(E2) J2UV
4	 LX3 -J. 02uv
E3--1.54E-180U J2Uv
iF(E3	 .LT.	 -100.)	 GO	 TO 6 32UV
kX3-EXP(E3) J2UV
6	 tx4-J. 02Uv
t4 • -1.1E-17 $ U J2UV
iF(E4	 .LT.	 -100.)
	
GO	 TO	 1 J2UV
EA4-tAP(E4) J2UV
T	 u2 • (3.43+LX2-2908 0 EXi-1.35+EX41/U 02UV
SCHUMANN-AUNWE dANUS J2Uv
Qi- 9.03E-19 02Uv







SUBROUTINE TO C A
.LCULATk SOLAk ENERGY ABSORBED BY OZONE
	 01Uv(OE9IViT1VE OF LACIS-HANSEN EXPRESSION)
	 OZUV
nluvFl n 1.0+ ( 0 .042 •U) +(3.23E-4+(U*0 2.0))
	 OIUvF2	 (0.0212/F1)011.0 -((U/F1)+(0.042+I6.46E-4+U))))
	 OZUv
F1 • 1.0+!139.0+Ut




	 OZUVRETURN	 OIUVENO OIUV
t^
nI^^C^1`rraJ. ^	 ,.,.,•
SUBROUTINE	 ticAT(T1MEPGBVPPB,(B,Ob,)(HZrDENSrDZ#JM ► KNrTZO ► BVFrSHrPIr HEAT
$STR%JAY,DELTbr1 ► o HO) FE63
COMMuN/BUMLEG/TG(IS:PTROP(I8)rPRS(7,19)r00G HEAT
S(18) ► 0O(18r17)rCOZSG(ld)r00 ZS( lb ► 17)PCS41H,17)#C(r(18r17)sZN(18) ► HEAT
SALNild)rFUI(19)rCZT(19,17)rSt1(19,I7) ► COT(19r17) HEAT









S(KN).1P118)rT^(lti)rCM(2r1B ► 17) HEAT
DATA	 TS/216.7rZ19.6 ► 224.2 ► 229.br243.21256.Dr270.7,Zb3.5 ► 246.4r HEAT
5&:34.7
	





	 -	 Kai-1 HEAT
KNP-Kh+l	 S	 KN2-KN+2 HEAT
J2-JML/2 HEAT
C COAPUTE	 ZUNAL	 MEAN	 TtMPERATURE
	
(DEVIATION FROM GLOBAL	 AVERAGE) HEAT
DU o5
	 J-1,JML HEAT
DO	 65	 K-1,KNL HEAT
65	 T6(J ► K)-KHZ*(P6(J,K+1)*DE y S(K+1) •-PB(J,K)*OENS(K))/DZ HFAT
00	 66	 J-1 ► JML HtAT
DO	 o7 K-1rK,NL HEAT
TP(K)-TS(J ► K)+TZOiKI HEAT
67 CONTINUE HEAT
C CHOOSE	 APPROPRIATE	 TROPOSPHERIC	 TEMPcRATURE HEAT
TP(KN) n TROP(J) HEAT
C TP(KN)wTLO(KN) HEAT
IP(KNP)-TG(J) HEAT
C COMPJTE	 :ioLAR	 GcOMETRY	 rACTCRS HC AT
DAY	 -	 T1ME/(Z4.*b0.*60.) HE:T
IDAY-DAY+J.u05 HEAT
RES	 -	 uAY-IDAY HEAT
EPS-O.7*DELTIM/(24. + 60. + 60.) HEAT
iF(RLS	 .GT.	 EPS)	 GO	 TO	 60 HEAT
C CU`7PUTAT[ON	 OF	 EARTH-SUN DISTANCE
	 (BLRGERI
	
19701	 J.	 ATMOS.	 SCI. HEAT










	 POSITION	 AT	 21 MARCH	 (VERNAL	 EQUINOX) HEAT
C ONE	 YEAR HAS	 360	 DAYS HEAT
RLAMBM-RLAM8Z+DAY/36U.*2.*PI HEAT
RLAMB-RLAi16M+(2.+EC-U.25*EC • *'))*SIN(RLAMBM-OMB) HEAT
S+(5./4.)+tC*LC • SIN(2.*RLAM8M-2.*OMB) HEAT
S+(13.112.) + EC**3*SiN(3.*dLAMciM-3.+OMB) HEAT
V-KLAMB-OMB HEAT
RHO	 -	 (1.-EC*EC)/(l.+EC*COS(V)) HFAT
C SEASONAL	 VARIATION
	
OF	 SULAR	 HEATING	 (COGLEY	 AND
	 BORUCKI	 (1976) HEAT
C J.	 AT60S.	 SCI.	 33	 P o .	 1347-1356r	 APPKOXIMATION	 1) HCAT
C UEITA-SOLAR	 UECLINATION HEAT
DELTA	 •	 0.4093196 • SIM(Z.*PI O (STROAY+OAY-b0.)/360.) HEAT




FH[	 -	 PMD O PI/180. HEAT
C TSTAR-F0E	 OF	 jUN.)kT	 (CK	 NEGATIVE	 TIME	 OF	 SUNRISE) HFAT
C ZENAAVCKAGL	 VALUE	 uF	 COS(SZA)	 BET*LEN	 -TSTAR	 AND	 TSTAR HFAT
SUN	 -	 TAN(DELTA) • TAN(PHI) HEAT
ISUN	 -	 SUN HEAT
IF	 (ISUN)	 IOP15PZO HEAT
10	 TSTAR	 -	 0. HEAT
ZEN	 -	 COSCOELTA-PHI) HFAT
Gw TO Z5 HEAT
C HEAT
15	 1STAR
	 n 	 (12„/VI)*ACOS(-SUN) HEAT
ZEN	 -	 SIN(DSLTA)*S IS( PHI )+(12./(01 0 1STAR)) 4 COS (DELTA )*COS(PHI HEAT
$
	 SIN(PI*TST i4R/12.) HEAT
GO TO 25 HFAT
C HEAT
20	 T1TAt	 -	 12. HEAT
LEN	 - SIN(DELTA)*l W PHI) HEAT
Z5	 CONTINUE
HEAT
AZEN	 •	 3b./SOR1(1224.*1EN*ZEN+1.) HEAT
FDAY -	 TSTAR/12. HEAT
2N(L)	 •	 ZEN HEAT
AZN(L)	 •	 AZEN HEAT
FDYIL)
	 -	 FDAY HEAT
30 CONTINUE. HEAT
C HEAT
C	 COMPUTE TEMFLRATURE — CORRECTEO CURTIS	 MATRICES	 FOR EACH ZONE HEAT
CALL	 CURT(TPPKNPTSPCM) HEAT
C	 CONVERT TO JRH VERTICAL COORDINATE	 LABEL HEAT
00 66 4 • 1PKNP HEAT
00 69	 11 . 1#KNL HEAT
R(JPIIPJJ) • CMIIPKNZ — JJPKN-111 HEAT
P(J+JMLPi1PJJ) • CM(2PKN2 — JJPKN— II) HEAT
69 CONTINUE HEAT
R(JP6NPJJ)-Ch(1PKh2 — JJPKM) HEAT
R(J+JMLPKNPJJ) • CM(2PKN2-JJPKN) HEAT
66 CONTINUE HEAT
66 CONTINUE HEAT
C	 CJMPU1E	 GLOBAL	 RADIATIVE	 EUUILIBKIUM	 TEMPERATURC HEAT
CALL	 RADEOU(TZO,RHOPJM.KN) HEAT
IF	 (TIME.GT .O.)	 GO	 TO	 7i HEAT
C COMPUTE	 STATIC	 STABILITY	 FROM TZO HEAT
N	 • KNL-1 HEAT
DO 70 K a 2PK HEAT
70 UBV(K)	 -	 BVF+RHZ/( 2./7.+ TZO(K)/SH+(TZO(K+1) — TZO(K-1))/(2. $ DZ)) HEAT




kP.ITE(bP1051(GBVII)PI • IPKhL) HEAT
75 CONTINUE HEAT
60 CONTINUE HEAT
C COMPUTE HEATING RATE HEAT
DG	 35	 L-1PJML Ht AT
DO	 40	 J-IPKNL HEAT
Tr(j) o TB(LPJ)+TZO(J) HEAT
40 CONTINUE HEAT
00	 45	 I -lIKNL HEAT
Q8(LP1)-utLT(TPPLPIPRHOPKN) HEAT
45 CON RNUE HE AT
45 CONTINUE HEAT
GTIME	 -	 1.73E+06 Hz AT
DO 90 K-1PKNL HEAT
UO	 8:)	 L-IPJML HEAT




105 FORMAT	 (5XPOE15.3) HEAT
RETURN HEAT
END HEAT
'Al	 l ilt 41
C
C





3	 KNL • KN-1 i& OE GU
PI • i.141592654 RACEGU
UD	 40	 4T-1 p ITO1 i AOECU
SUM • 0. PACECU






	 TROPOSPHERIC	 TEMPERATURE RACECU
IMAX-KNL RADECU
00	 35	 I . 1.14AX RACECU
T10(1)	 -	 TZC(11 ♦2. *0T RACECU
DO 3u J -1.2 RADECU
TZO(1)	 •	 TZO(11-OT PACE CU
A3(J)	 •	 0. kAOEQU
00	 25	 L • 1#JML n40ECU
THETA	 •	 115 — (L-1)*10 KADECU
THETA
	 •	 THETAfPI/180. RADECU




U7	 n 	 (A3(1)— A3(2))/OT RADECU
O(FF	 •	 A3(2)/00 FAO-lCU
IN	 TZU(1) — DLFF RACECU
OTP	 DIFF RADECU
IF	 (OTP.GT.20.)	 DTP	 40. RADECU
:F	 (UTP.LT .-20.)	 OT°	 — 20. RADECU
TN	 •	 TZG(I) — DTP RADECU
UIFF	 •	 ABS(OIFF) RACEGU
F	 (UIFF.GT .SUM)	 3UM	 DIFF FADECU
TZO(I)	 •	 TN RACEGU
35 CGAT INJE RADECU




65 i 	 ITOT RADECU
STOP	 1 RADECU
45 PkINT	 70o,	 IT RADECU
1oRITE(6#75)
	
T10(KN) p (7ZO(K)pK • 1pKNL) KADEOU
RETURN RADECU
RADECU
1 65 FORMAT	 (5X,*7EM#l iRATURE	 PkOFILE














DELT(TP * I,IiRHOoKh) CELT
COMMO iv/BUMLtG/TG(19)PTRJP116)rPRS(7,19),QOG DELT
S (18)r 0 0(1d p 17)PQJISGIlb)r OOZS(ld, 17).CS(18*17).CG(10# 17),IN(IS), DELT
S AZ N (1A).For,(18),CIT(19r17),^ZT(19#17),CQT(19,17) DELI
COMM ON /CUKTIS/PHI(18),PHIH(Id)IGjl17)/GL(18)IE(6,19,16) CFLT
SOR13u0, 17018) DELI
COMM0N/021UO2(17),CA2(17) CELT









S	 V10 . 1
	
09.64 DELT
C15-C10 . 0. DELT





TD(2) n TP(KN) DELT
4G 4 J-3,KNP DELT
TD(J) n TP(J-2) Dr LT
i CONTINUE DELT













CTG-CG(L,1) + (EXP(-1500./T(,(L) ) -EXP(-1500./TP(l))) DELT
COZONE -CTS+C TL DELT
CZT(L,I)	 -	 COZONE CELT






1F4FOAY	 .LT.	 0.0001)	 GO	 TO	 25 DELT
DZ	 -	 7000. DELT
SH	 n 	 7000. DELT





TAU -	 10. CELT
CLOUD
	 -	 0."46 DELT
RG	 -	 0.5 DELT
ICLJUD-KN CELT
HEATING oY	 THE	 AdSOAPTION OF SOLAR 	 RADIATION	 BY	 OZONE DELT
FkOA LAGS AnD HANSEN, J	 ATMOS SCI
	 31	 118-133 DELT
CLEAR SKY DELI
RAB	 -	 0.219/(1.+0.8I6*ZEN) DELT
k0B - u.l « DELT
Rul	 -	 RAB+11.-RAB)*11.-RD6)*RG/(l.-RDB*RG) DELT
kB	 n 	 Rol DELT
CLOUDY	 SKY DkLT
kAB	 -	 0.13*TAU /(1.+0.13*TAU) DELT
908	 -	 RA8 DELT
Rol	 -	 RAU+(1.-RAd) 0 (1.-RC8) + RG/(1.-ROB + RG) CELT
UT	 -	 AZEN*OOZS(LPICLOUD)+1.9 0 (QOZS(L ► ICLOUD)-OOZS(L,I)) DELT
Al	 -	 OZUV(UT) DELT
UT	 -	 AZE,'I 0 00ZSG(L) +1.S+*(QOZS/6(L) -Q02S(Lol)) DELT
A2	 -	 OZUV(UT) CELT
U	 n 	 AZEN O GOZS(L,I) DELT
A3	 -	 OZUV(U) DELT
C ►+ -1.6+07	 s	 SOLFLX-0.1365E+07 D6 LT
SC3 • FDAY*8b4OO.*SOLFLX*ZEN*00(L,1)/(CP*AIROEN) O (AZEN*A3+ CELT





















I v.	 ll`^ ilk 1"	 -
(Changes in main program)
RE AD( ZP1.931( (IF IMtJ ► I)PJ-1 ► KN2I#I . IoKNF)PM-1P 6) WAVE2
193 FORM AT( 3(5E20.i3/1 ► 4E26.13) WAVE2
READ ( 2P1-^lI ( KAP( I ) P I . IoKN) WAVE2
READ( 2,2u0)	 TZO(KNI,(TZOII)#!-I#KN11 WAVF2
191 FORMAT(F7.4) WAVF2
READ	 (2,190)	 ((PRS(IPJ),I-It41PJ • It19) WAVE2
RE AD( 2 ► 195)	 QOG ► (QO(LPKN),I- I, JMLI ► ((^1OILPK)PL-ItJML'o K-1 t KNL) WAVE2
KLAOI2 t 1950	 U7ZSG ► (VOZS4L,K10P l- IPJMLIP((QOZS(LFK)PL n 1,JML)P WAVE2
iK-1PKHL) WAYEZ
RLAO(2P195)(CTS(L,KV)P1 • IPJML),((CTS(L,K)PL • 1 ► JML)PK n 1 ► KNLI WAVE2




10 FCRMAI	 (9EI0. 3) WAVE2
200 FORMAT	 (9FIO * 31 WAVE2
00 20 K-1,KN	 WAVE2
IF - (K.GT.KNL) 'CO TO 20	 WAVE2






IRCT 0 12	 FEB3
C	 COMPUTE	 ZONAL MEAN	 TEMPERATURE	 (DEVIATION FROM GLOBAL	 AVERAGE) WAVE2
00 64	 J n IPJMI WAVE2
00	 64	 K-IPKHL WAVE2
64	 TD(JPK)-RHZ 4 (P8(JPK*1) O DENS(K+1)- P B(JPK) 4 DENS(K))/DZ WAVF2
00 66
	 J-1PJML WAVE2
00 67 K-IPKNL WAVE2
TP(K)-TB(JPK)*TZO(K) WAVE2
67 CnNTIHUE WAVE2
C	 CHOOSE	 APPROPRIATE	 TROPOSPHERIC	 TEMPERATURE WAVE2
TP(KN)-TRUP(J) WAVE2
C	 TP(KN)-TZU(KN) WAVE2
TP(KNP) n TG(J) WAVE2
C	 CUMPUTc	 TEtlP	 RATURE-Cr)RRECTED	 CURTIS	 MATRICES	 FOR EACH	 ZONE WAVE2
CALL	 CUR 1(1PtKhPTSPCMAT) WAVE2
C	 CJNVERT	 TO	 JPH VERTICAL	 COOKOINA.TE	 LAPEL WAVE2
00	 60	 JJ • 1PKNP WAVE2
DO	 69	 II . 1,KHL WAVE2
CURMAT( J PITPJJ) n CMAT(1PKNZ -JJPKN-II) WAVE2
CUR!1AT(J#JML.#IIPJJ) • CNAT(2pKtiZ-JJPKN-llI WAVE2
69 CONTINUE WAVE2
CUMMAT (JPKNP JJ )-CHAT( 1PKN2-JJPK10 WAVE2





145	 FORMAT	 V9EIJ.3) WAVE2
ZOO	 FORMAT	 (9F10.3) WAVE2
114
	


































IF(PHD .GT. 40.) TANPote
ARG•2.AP1/360.+(STR0AY-1'30.1
TEOX02b.13+(COS(PHn9P( /lAu.)-0.26)-54.
I.F(PHO .LT. 3u.1 TFQX--32.
TROP(J2+1—L)-T^QX+TANP+COS(ARG)
TPUP(J2+1—L)-TROP(J?+a-L)+273.16
TRUP (J2+L) -TtQ)-TA,IP+'QS (ARG)
TR0P(J2+L)-TR0P(J2+L)+273.16
96 CONTINUE
